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PRELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION OP INTERFACES FOR
CERTIFICATION AND TRANSFER OF TRU WASTE TO WIPP

by
W. J. Whitty, C. A. Ostenak, and K. K. S. Pillay

ABSTRACT
This study complements the national program to certify that newly
generated and stored, unclassified defense transuranic (TRU) wastes
meet the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Waste Acceptance Criteria.
The objectives of this study were to identify (1) the existing organi¬
zational structure at each of the major waste-generating and shipping
sites and (2) the necessary Interfaces between the waste shippers and
HIPP.
The interface investigations considered existing waste management
organizations at the shipping sites and the proposed WIPP organization.
An effort was made to identify the potential waste-certifying authori¬
ties and the lines of communication within these organizations. The
long-range goal of this effort is to develop practicable interfaces
between waste shippers and WIPP to enable the continued generation,
interim storage, and eventual shipment of certified TRU wastes to WIPP.
Some specific needs identified in this study include:
• organizational responsibility for certification procedures and
quality assurance (QA) programs;
• simple QA procedures; and
• specification and standardization of reporting forms and pro¬
cedures, waste containers, and container labeling, color cod¬
ing, and code location.

I.

INTRODUCTION

and

the

handled
The Transuranic (TRU) Haste Management Program
is

developing

plans

for

the

certification

and

shipping
and

TRU wastes.

containers

remote-handled,

for

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (.WIPP).

is necessary

WIPP was defined

in a May

1980

report1

by

the

Steering Committee on TRU Waste Acceptance Criteria
for HIPP.

This report, sometimes referred to as

defense

ated and stored in a variety of forms and storage
•odes at several sites in the US.

of requirements for these wastes to be shipped to

contact-

However, these TRU wastes are gener¬

shipment of unclassified defense TRU wastes to the
A general set

both

unclassified

certification of
site-specific

Therefore, it

to develop a general plan
these

in

its

wastes

that

for

the

can be made

implementation.

The

Los

Alamos National Laboratory Safeguards Systems Group
was

requested

by

the Transuranic

Waste

Systems

the WIPP-WAC, details WIPP Waste Acceptance Cri¬

Office (TWSO), as part of the overall certification

teria and discusses their technical bases.

effort, to identify (1) the existing organizational

changes

to

this

document

were

proposed,

these are included in a formal revision

Hi nor
and
to the

WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria.

structure
shipping

at

each

sites, and

of

the

waste-generating

(2) the necessary

and

interfaces

between the waste shippers and WIPP.

The WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria issued in

Members of the Los Alamos Safeguards Systems

May 1980 emphasized criteria for the waste forms

Group met with the major TRU-waste generators and

shippers and reviewed all relevant documentation.

M l shipments of TRU waste to WIPP must comply

The remaining minor producers of TRU waste will be

with the regulations of the US Department of Trans¬

contacted during the continuation of this investi¬

portation (DOT), the US Nuclear Regulatory Commis¬

gation in FY 1982. The investigation of the inter¬

sion

faces between TRU-waste generators and HIPP con¬

specific regulations are intended to ensure safety

sidered

existing

structures

at

organization

waste

management

shipping

sites

for WIPP,

waste-certifying
communication.

including

authorities

organizational

and

and

the

proposed

(NRC),

and

the

states.4

individual

The

through standards established for packaging, han¬
dling,

and

shipping

radioactive

materials.

In

their potential

addition to DOT, NRC, and any state regulations,

their

all TRU waste shipped to WIPP must first be certi¬

lines of

The long-range goal of this effort

is to develop practicable interfaces between waste

fied

that

it

meets

the

WIPP

Waste

Acceptance

Criteria.

shippers and WIPP to enable the continued genera¬
tion,

interim

storage,

and

eventual

shipment of

certified TRU wastes to WIPP when it becomes opera¬
tional.

III. WIPP ORGANIZATION FOR ACCEPTING KASTE

It is important to note that the organi¬

zational

descriptions

recommendations

in

and

this

the

report

conclusions
were

written

The US Department

and
in

owner/applicant

August and September of 1981; hence, they reflect

potential contractor

the status of the TRU-waste certification program

operation.

Energy

(DOE)

is

responsible

to DOE

the

is the
for

its

The proposed WIPP operating-contractor

organization

up to that time.

of

of WIPP, and Westinghouse

is shown in Fig. 1.

It

includes a

general manager who will have overall responsibil¬
ity for the operation, maintenance, and modifica¬
II.

tion of WIPP, and

WASTE SHIPPING ORGANIZATIONS

several

subordinate managers.

The waste management manager will be responsible
Collectively,
pating
large

several organizations partici¬

in the US defense program have generated
quantities

amounts of

of

contact-handled

remote-handled

TRU

and

waste.

lesser

The major

for planning,

scheduling,

ana

conducting

waste-

handling operations in an efficient and economical
manner that ensures safe plant operation.
also be responsible for selecting
processes,

which

producers of defense TRU waste are the Rocky Flats

dling

Plant (RFP), '.he contractors on the Hanford Reser¬

inspection, repackaging when required, and under¬

waste

vation, the savannah River Plant (SRP), the Hound

ground

bilities will include integrating the overall plant

Smaller

operation

include

the

Argonne

National

process

flow

according

Laboratory (MIL), the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

criteria

(ORNL), the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,

health and safety regulations.

Battelle Columbus Laboratories
Atomic Power Laboratory,

(BCL), the Bettis

and

the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory (IHBL).

Most of the readily

and

Additionally,

in compliance

Waste acceptance

with

his

receipt,

Facility, and the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
producers

emplacement.

include

He will

the wasie-han-

responsi¬

to established
all

applicable

is scheduled to take place

in the receiving and inspection area of the wastehandling building, where the packages will be sur¬

recoverable TRU waste is in storage at INKL and at

veyed and inspected

Hanford,

is

The shipping papers will be checked first to verify

When HIPP becomes operational (scheduled for

The data packages and other certification documen¬

and most of

the inventory

at IHEL

from RFP.

that the train or truck was scheduled

1989), all TRU-waste generators are expected
ship

their

for contamination or damage.

certified

directly to HIPP.

contact-handled

TRU

to

waste

Remote-handled TRU waste also

will be accepted at HIPP after they are certified.

tation will be examined
waste-handling

building.

meet certification

for WIPP.

before admission
Hast*

requirements

to the

shipments
when

that

dispatched,

but are found in noncompliance at receipt, will be

final version of the compliance

GENERAL MANAGE*

issued as a WIPP-DOE

requirements was

series document.

Similar

compliance requirements Cor stored, contact-handled
TRU waste will be developed in FY 1982.

OUAMTV
A"'«»KE
UANAUH

The

revisions to the WIPP

Criteria, as detailed

Waste Acceptance

in Refs. 3 and 7, make it

possible {or the waste generators and shippers to
WASTE
MANAGEMENT
MANAGE*

develop

their

own site-specific

procedures for

certifying that each of their waste packages meets
the criteria.

DATA TKAHSUISSIOM MOM
SHIPPERS ANO KLATEO
COMMUNICATIONS
COORDINATION/CONSULTATION

Therefore,

no exceptions

to the

criteria will be made by the WIPP operator.

How¬

ever, the special needs of nonconforming and toxic
Pig. 1. Typical WIPP operating-contractor organ¬
ization. (Adapted from Ref. 5.)

waste packages will have to be addressed individu¬
ally.

segregated

until

determined.
cipated

the appropriate

action

to be a problem

because adequate buffer

storage capacity is planned for WIPP.
uling

can be

A.

Scheduling waste receipt is not anti¬

problems probably

will

Any sched¬

be related

to the

transportation link between the shipper and WIPP.

Waste Certification
Waste shipping organizations are required to

provide the WIPP operator with a data package that
certifies that eiich waste package in the shipment
meets the WIPP

vaste Acceptance Criteria.

Also,

the waste shippers must maintain auditable waste
documentation systems that include descriptions of
the methods used

IV.

for certification

of their TRU

WIPP REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCEPTING WASTE

waste, including the associated quality assurance

The WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria for unclas¬

satisfied

(QA)

programs. ' '
that

The WIPP

operator

the shipping-site

must be

certification

sified TRU wastes resulting from national defense

procedures

activities were developed to ensure that all waste

auditable by DOE must be developed by each site to

transportation
safely. '

and WIPP

These

operations

criteria

take

place

are not specifica¬

meet

are valid.

its specific

Therefore,

needs.

a QA

The audit

within DOE has not been identified.

system

authority

Furthernore,

tions but limits within which waste generators and

the actual waste acceptance procedures and the QA

shippers may develop their own procedures for the

program

preparation of waste

DOE-WIPP Project Office is responsible for surveil¬

for shipment

to WIPP.

The

at HIPP

must

also

be auditable.

The

WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria were updated by WIPP

lance, monitoring, auditing, review, and approval

personnel to include pertinent comments suggested

of all QA functions performed by the major project

by the State of New Mexico Environnental Evaluation

participants during

Group, the DOE Albuquerque Operations Office, and
the

Certification

Requirements

Working

Group.

TWSO

prepared

preliminary

interpretations

of the criteria in March 1981 for review by gener¬
ators and shippers. As a follow-up to the comments
received,

TWSO

prepared

another

document

and construction phases of WIPP. '
sibility

These criteria are summarized in Appendix A.

the site evaluation, design,
5 8

for QA at WIPP

during

The respon¬

the operational

phase will rest with the WIPP operator.
B.

Nonconforminq Waste Packages
Waste packages that are certified when they

in

are shipped, but are found to be in noncompliance

July 1981 outlining compliance requirements neces¬

upon receipt at WIPP, are considered nonconforming

sary for certification of newly generated, contact-

items.

handled TRU waste, which was revised by the Certi¬

be infrequent, and they will be treated on site to

fication Requirement Working Group.

make them safe for emplacement, or returned to the

Further revi¬

sions of this document were issued for review. The

The receipt of nonconforming

items should

shipper under

Our

the appropriate DOT, NRC, and state
EGSG

regulations.

initial visits were to Westinghouse-WIPP,

Idaho,

followed
C.

has been

regarding

waste

proposed

that

shipments

Rockwell

Hanford

information

National

Laboratory,

be

transmitted

Atomic

should

Power

Mound

Operations
and

Laboratory

were

information,

data

decontamination

and decommissioning

of the intent

will be shipped

to INEL.

addition

to

the

required

notification

to ship and the mode of transportation.
mentation

or

scheduling

problems

Any docu¬

will

be handled

the

WIPP

the

ability

computers.
ware,

to communicate

this computer
transmission

the

off

equipment,

should
of

It will

Nuclear

site

design

with

soft¬

Bechtel
the

Incor¬

architec¬

firm for WIPP, is responsible for

of the computer

to establishing

system.

data

dures should take into account

A

tacted,

systematic

transmission

proce¬

the requirements of

the shipper and HIPP.

of

a complete

list

see Appendix

B.

individual

A.

small

be contacted

of the individuals
The following

site operations

tion

of

EG4G

responsible

is presented

in the

Inc.

shipment

Waste
TRU

waste

to WIPP.

organiza¬

Operations
foe

Waste

Programs is

certification procedures and for technology
opment.

The DOE Idaho Operations Office

devel¬

has been

directed to design a Stored Waste Retrieval Facil¬
(SWRFJ

n

effort
tion

and a SWRF
Facility

the
will

integrated

(TWTF).

conceptual
continue

of TRU wastes

with

The SWRF

design

a TRU-Waste
and the TWTF

stages,

through

FY 1982.

destined

for WIPP

and

will

The FY 1981 task of the Los Alamos Safeguards

the waste

generating

sites, and Westinghouse-WIPP.

sites,

W»SU
MANAGEMENT
DEPARTMENT

storage

This effort

started

in April 1981 when we met with personnel from TWSO,
DCL,

Pacific

Northwest

Laboratories,

and

the
t«U-W»SIf

Nuclear

Quality

Assurance

Program

Office

(NQAPO).

TREATMENT
FACILITY
ROJECT W F i c c

'
•

NQAPO provided guidance on QA aspects of the cer¬
tification effort.
cussed
Los

between

Alamos

Los Alamos

Quality

meetings provided
for

the

This guidance was further
Safeguards

Assurance

with

wast*

Off-SITE
WASTE SHIPMENTS

Systems and

personnel.

the QA framework

discussions

dis¬

- I -f

These

and background
generating

and

storage site operators and Hestinghouse-HIPP.

The

COMBINATION/CONSULTATION

following

narrative

pertains

to our

discussions

with the waste generators and shippers.
operator w a s discussed

in Sec. Ill and IV.

The HIPP

Fig. 2.

this

Certifica¬

Systems Group included initial contacts and discus¬
with

is

storage

responsible for the design and development of waste

ity

STRUCTURE OF WASTE-SITE OPERATIONS

the waste management

Idaho,

for accepting

and eventual

are

sions

con¬

discussion

INEL
Figure 2 shows

Treatment

V.

operations and

Bettis ships their

order that the sites were visited.

system,

to handle easily the

Operations,

tele¬

is from

other

hardware,

packages.

Fuel

have

capabilities and

and operating

be able

data

tural-engineering

approach

system.

With properly designed

peripheral

porated,

computer

and batch-processing

Bettis

by

again in FY 1982.
For

general

interactive

Alamos

and

of TRU waste

volume of TRU waste to INEL and will

individually.
The VAX-type central computer will be part of

were

Los

contacted

phone.

include

volume

BCL

This

in

small

contacts

Facility, ANL,

(RHO),

SRP.

electronically to the HIPP central computer.

packages, will

BCL's

These

to ORNL,

all

Data Package Transmission
It

Inc., and RFP.

by visits

Waste Management organizational
structure at INEL.

take

place in the SWOT.

If waste needs to be processed

information

it published

annually

and data are

to become certifiable, the pla.is are to use the

furnished to the Integrated Data Base.

THTP.

grated Data Base is a DOE-supported system operated

Haste shipped to INGL for storage must meet
acceptance
Inc. 10

criteria

established

by EGK3

Idaho,

by ORNti and used for standardized radioactive-waste
management and spent-fuel inventory data.

EG4G Idaho

' )

The WMIS is an INEL data base that describes

In some cases, these acceptance criteria

are more stringent than those for WIPP.

(The Inte¬

each shipment of solid waste for disposal or stor¬

will start receiving certified waste from off site

age at the Radioactive Waste Management

in FY 1982 for placement

(RHMC).

in certified

storage.

This certified waste will require further verifi¬

of containers, nuclide content, shipment

cations before shipment to WIPP.

and

EGM3 Idaho plans to start work in FY 1982 on
stored waste certification procedures.

Decisions

Complex

The data include type, volume and number

storage/disposal

location.

weight,

This system pro¬

vides information on inventory, generation data,
etc.
The TCWCIS describes

by DOE on the funding of processing facilities at

each container

of TRU

INEL will have an impact on certification of stored

waste placed in RWMC storage since late 1971. Con¬

wastes

sequently, "^781 of the retrievable

and possibly

on certification

of wastes

storage con¬

shipped to INEL that cannot be certified by the

tainers at INEL are described by this system.

shipper.

cific data on each container include waste genera¬

The certifying authority for stored wastes at
INEL will be housed
authority

has not

in the SWRF;
been

however,

identified

this

because the

organizational structure is just now being devel¬
oped.

tor, container
aged,

waste

identification

combustibility

Spe¬

number, date pack¬
and

compactibility,

content code, weight, dose rate, element weights,
and shipment number.

Currently, the certification activities are

managed by the Haste Program Branch.

EGtG Idaho

B.

RFP

plans

to meet

personnel

The general structure of the RFP organizations

early

in FY 1982 to discuss certification proce¬

related to waste management and certification is

with

Westinghouse-WIPP

presented

dures.

in Fig. 3.

Rockwell International has

EGtG Idaho, Inc. operates six waste informa¬

set up a Waste Acceptance Criteria Development Team

tion systems for DOE. Three of these systems are

to investigate and solve problems that might pre¬

national in scope, and three are applicable to INEL

vent

only.

forms.

The systems

that

are applicable

to the

or delay

certification

The team

of

comprises

some

TRU waste

RFP personnel

from

national TRU program are the Solid Haste Informa¬
tion Management System

(SWIMS),

the Waste Man¬

DilKCHHI OF
OK»>TI»K

agement Information System (WMIS), and the Transuranic

Contaminated

Waste

Container

Information

The SWIMS is a DOE-wide, central, automated
information-management
data

base

1
QUALITY
COHTMH

System (TCWCIS).

system

for describing

that uses a master

PLUTONIUM

|

O««T,O«

I

1
PLUTONIUM
HCCOVWT

r

WASTC

onuTion

mooucTiON
NON-n.UTOHIUy

.

i
PROCESS
CONTROL
OKIUTIONS

I

*

the TRU and low-level

wastes generated, disposed, or stored at DOE facil¬

i
LlOUlO WASTE
OKftATIONS

\
SOLID WAS1E
OfCIUTIOHS

U

WASTE TECHHOLOGr

ities to facilitate the management of solid-radio¬
active-waste management
are separated
include

both

TRU wastes.

by DOE.

All SHIMS data

into eight nuclide categories that
and

remote-handled

The data are summary

contact-handled

in nature and

V
OASH
SHincnis

r
- COOMOINATIOM/COKSU.

include such parameters as volume, weight, curies,
nuclides, wast* types, and waste treatment.

This

Fig. 3. Waite management and related organi¬
zational structure at RFP.

on-aite laboratories, RID, TWSO, Quality Control,

shipped to INEL through the Secure Automatic Com¬

and Waste Operations.

munications Network (SACNET), a DOE s- jure system

The main problem requiring

resolution at RFP concerns the immobilization of

based in Germantown, Msryland.

wastes that might produce respirablc fines during
handling.

Haste Operations

will

be responsible

It is felt that some waste could be certified
early in FY 1982 if decisions are made on container

for developing RFP's certification procedures for

color coding,

certifying their TRU waste.

packages and immobilization are specified.

The waste generators

will be responsible for following their operating
procedures.

RFP has a good quality control (QC)

and if the requirements

newly generated waste.
made,

certification

Waste

should

be possible

and

Solid

Haste

Operations.

Other

minor problems nay also slow the certification of

program that interfaces with Plutonium Operations,
Technology,

for data

when these decisions are

of

newly

at RFP.

generated

Existing

wastes

procedures

Existing QC procedures are under review to deter¬

will help simplify certification so that some waste

mine

can be certified by the end of FY 1982.

the

modifications

necessary

to make

them

applicable to certification.
Liquid waste streams will be handled, as much
as possible, by process control.

If the process

C. O W L
Figure 4 shows the waste management structure

and inputs can be controlled, then the output can

at ORNL.

be

discussed

certified

without

much

difficulty.

Visual

inspection can play an important role in certifying
steady-state

processes.

Line-generated

ORNL

waste

the need

management

personnel

for certification

have

in FY 1982

with the on-site waste generators, and plans for

wastes

meeting the WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria will be

could present some problems, but coordination among

developed in FY 1982. At present no internal waste

Quality Control, Plutonium Operations, and Haste

certification

Technology should lessen their impact on certifi¬

fill out forms that are chocked periodically.

cation.

The Quality Control Office is instituting

new Lo& Alamos assay system, soon to be delivered

a statistical sampling program for line-generated

to ORNL, will provide an efficient monitoring sy -

and non-line-generated waste.

tern for TRU-waste drums.

A product audit will

is conducted,

but

the generators
A

be conducted on finished waste ready for shipment.

The waste management organization has a good

A container QC program that has been in existence

QA program that includes many of the items in the

for 5 yrs will provide valuable knowledge for using

HIPP Haste Acceptance Criteria.

OC in the certification effort.

drums are never opened, and the only documentation

Several data processing systems are in use at
RFP.

The Waste

(WMIS)*

Management

Information

However, TRU-waste

provided by generators is a statement about whether

System

is a computerized data collection system

used primarily to maintain data on waste containers
shipped to INEL and to provide summary reporting,
including the quarterly SWIMS report.

Much of the

data processed by the WMIS is also required in the
data packages necessary for certification.

Modi¬

fication of the WMIS output could provide certifi¬
cation data.
nuclear
set

In addition to the WMIS, an updated

materials accountability

up to gather data

lading

OCCCMIMMNATIQN
HCOUHISSiON'NC

and other

for shipments.

system

on shipments.

related

la being
Bills of

i OUIO

materials are prepared

Monthly reports are prepared and

•Both RFP and INEL have systems that use the acro¬
nym WMIS; however, they are different systems.

« *

CASEOUS
•tocrsvw.

Fig. 4. Haste management organizational
structure at ORNL.

the drum TRU-waste concentration execede 10 nCi/g.

The problem of oveisize boxes will require contin¬

Thus, the generators are the certifying authorities

ued negotiation with PGtG Idaho regarding

now. but the shipper will have the ultimate respon¬

ance and processing of this waste.

sibility when waste is shipped to WIPP.

No inter¬

Mound employees are developing plans for the

nal certifying authority has been identified: how¬

certification

ever,

appropriate QA p'ocedures.

data

packages will

be

transmitted

by the

operations personnel.

to that

ORNL has funded a FY 1982 study, similar to
that at RFP, to investigate certification

issues.

accept¬

of

newly

generated

waste

A task

and

force

in existence at RFP has been

for

similar

formed

to

develop plans for certifying waste and for identi¬
fying

the

funding

necessary

to

implement

these

They have made initial contacts with RFP personnel,

plans.

and

can occur late in FY 1982 if an external organiza¬

they

anticipate

that

nearly

all of

FY 1982

Certification of some newly generated waste

will be required to develop plans and procedures.

tion

It will be difficult for ORNL to certify waste in

procedures and Q.A program.

is available to approve

certification

FY 1982 except, perhaps, for a small quantity late

ization

is

in the year.

ORNL personnel would prefer to let

planning

to request the Westinghouse-WIPP

RFP personnel

develop

zation to review their procedures.

their certification

proce¬

dures first.

Monsanto

Research

Facility) structure

Corporation

(Mound

related to TRU-waste certifi¬

cation is shown in Fig. 5.

Nearly all TRU waste

produced at the Mound Facility
nation

Mound

personnel

at

Mound:

are

organi¬

in certifica¬

(1) the generating

organization,

(2) Quality Assurance, and (3) Administrative Ser¬

Hound Facility
The

available.

Three groups will be involved
tion

P.

not

their

If a responsible organ¬

and decommissioning

is from decontami¬

operations.

The bulk

vices.

The Quality

Assurance

office

the Quality Control and Reliability
The QA function has been mostly

resides

in

organization.

involved

in con¬

tainer studies and in auditing TRU-waste-gonerat ing
processes.

The certification task force is inves¬

of this waste will be shipped to INEL before 1989.

tigating the compliance requirements and developing

Thereafter, a small amount of TRU waste will con¬

plans for a certification procedure that satisfies

tinue

the requirements.

to

be

generated

Mound's major problem

from

normal

is the need

larger than those approved

to use boxes

for HIPP.

decontamination and decommissioning

operations.

After

the

operations are

terminated, container size will not be a problem.

Their concerns include immobili¬

zation, gas generation, and size reduction.

Admin¬

istrative Services is responsible for the packaging
and

subsequent

They

will

transportation

probably

transportation

also

of waste

be

55-gal
has

consist

drums.

been

of

No

sludge
internal

identified

to INEL.
for the

to WIPP.

generated waste is certified
probably

of waste
responsible

for

If any

newly

in FY 1982, it will
that

is cemented

certifying

the

shipment

in

authority
of

newly

generated waste.
The Mound Facility has three data systems that
are integrated through the use of one of them, the
Haste
(WASP)

Accountability,
16,17
System.

Shipping,
All

and

Packaging

accountable

nuclear

material on site is managed by the Serial Number
Recognition

Accountability

(SENRAC)

System, 17

which is a real-time accountability system,
V / TO
V l«.

ments and receipts of nuclear material
essed through a computerized

Fig. 5.

Haste management and related organiza¬
tional structure at the Mound Facility.

Automated-741 System,

transfer system, the

furnished

querque Operations Office.

ship¬

are proc¬

by the DOE Albu¬
The WASP

System

stores packaging data and inspection results for

the contents of their own waste packages.

each waste unit and prepares all necessary docu¬

tamination

ments at the time of waste shipment to INEL. On¬

TRU wastes are typically placed in wooden boxes or

line interfaces enabl* rapid tranfer of information

in 55-gal steel drums and then in M-3 (41 X 51 X

between the HASP System and SENRAC, and the Auto-

6')

mated-741 System.

counted

This is necessary because ship¬

steel

and decommissioning

bins.

Primary

on a segmented

wastes

waste

scanner

ping documents produced by the Automated-741 Sys¬

Materials Division to determine

tem, in addition to the shipping reports generated

content.

(All sites shipping waste must

use DOE/NRC Form 741, Nuclear Material Transaction
Report.

'

It

is mentioned

its use with the WASP System.)

here

because of

The TWSO has pro¬

containers are
by

the Special

fissile-materials

A well developed internal QA program is used

by the WASP System, are required for each shipment
of waste material.

Decon¬

and other

to aid in internal

certification.

Essentially,

visual inspections are used to check waste pack¬
ages, and administrative
control waste packaging.

procedures

are used to

As with many other organ¬

vided Mound with FY 1982 funds to modify the HASP

izations, immobilization of waste is a concern at

System to include all additional information that

ANL.

is

sible for modifying the QA program and developing

necessary

provided.

for certification

but not already

Additional plans call for investigating

the possible iwdif ication of the WASP System for

The Waste Operations Manager will be respon¬

the procedures

necessary for certification.

The

Reclamation supervisor, who is responsible for the

Mound personnel plan to form a com¬

handling and disposal of solid TRU waste and liquid

mittee early in FY 1982, composed of different site

waste, and for decontamination and decommissioning

representatives,

operations, will be the certifying

other sites.

to

investigate

needs and the feasibility

different

of adapting

site

the HASP

System to these sites.

Possibly all ANL waste can be certified in
FY. 1982 except

E.

authority at

ANL.

ANL

liquid

Figure 6 shows the structure related to waste
management and certification at ANL.

All TRU waste

for absorbed

liquids.

problems are mainly

related

Absorbed-

to the more

restrictive EG4G Idaho acceptance criteria than to
the

HIPP

Waste

Acceptance

Criteria.

Decisions

at ANL is produced in laboratories or as a result

defining appropriate immobilization methods would

of decontamination and decommissioning activities.

be beneficial at an early date.
ANL is now handling all data collection and

The on-site waste generators are responsible for

reporting requirements manually.
[ LAlORATOKT
O<R£C1OII
1

F.

RHU
Solid wastes produced by the myriad facilities

DEPUTY
D(*£CTOB 0*"
SCIENCE AW)
TECMNOLOCt

WASTE
CtN£p*IOflS

OEPUIY

on the Hanford Reservation are stored on the 200

OPERATIONS

Area Plateau, which is managed by RHO. In addition
to waste produced on site, TRU waste has been, and

PLANT
UAkAGEN
-

1
X

*~

will continue to be, received from off-site gener¬

~ 1

ators.
WASTE
W«AT)0N5
MANAGC* '

VfC >i

For example, classified TRU waste produced

at R1*P is shipped to Hanford.

Many organizations

ship waste, including nondefense waste, to Hanford.
Once on the reservation, the nondefense waste is
W*SIE
SMIfUCNTS
TO INCl

not segregated fron defense waste.
i 1

Figure 7 shows the structure of organizations
COOVOIXATICH/CtMSULTATIW

related to waste management and certification. All
Fig. 6. Waste management and related organiza¬
tional structure at ANL.

the internal waste generators and lines of author¬
ity and connunication

are not shown

in Fig. 7

of

the

wastes

contain

nitrates

and

may

require processing to meet the pyrophoric materials
criterion.

n

the HIPP Haste Acceptance Criteria.
Several studies will be initiated by RHO in

J
WASTE
SHIPMENTS
TO WIPP

IT

RESEARCH
AND

FY 1982 that will affect their future certification
and disposal activities.

OFC-SITE
MUSTE SHIMCNTS

fW 5TMA0E

Haste management and related organiza¬
tional structure at RHO.

aging (WRAP) facility.

because the structure of RHO is too complex.

The

major

the

organizations
and

within

storage

of

RHO

waste

involved
are

in

Research

and

Engineering, the Haste Management Program Office,
and Plant Operations.

The QC, QA, and audit func¬

tions are under Quality Assurance.
sion

to WIPP

will

be

handled

Data transmis¬

by

Research

and

Engineering, which is the official records organi-

Another study will inves¬

tigate the use of a vibratory finisher to remove
TRU contamination from large metal items, such as
gloveboxes

receipt

One study will address

the feasibility of a Haste Reprocessing and Pack¬
COORDINATION/CONSULTATION

Fig. 7.

Finally, most boxes used to store TRU

waste at Hanford exceed the size requirements of

CHEMICAL
PROCESSING
•ROGRAU

and

hoods.

This,

if

effective

and

economical, would convert the large metal items to
low-level waste suitable for shallow land burial
and a TRU-waste effluent stream with a much reduced
volume.

RHO personnel cite a need

size-reduction,
assay

incineration,

for sorting,

immobilization,

facilities as a minimum

to achieve

certification before shipment to WIPP.

and

waste

Decontami¬

nation and compaction processes will be recommended
if economically justified.

2ation.
Certification may be a difficult task at RHO

Data processing at RHO is conducted on a new

because of the multitude of on-site and off-site

minicomputer that is linked to a DOE computer sys¬

waste generators.

tem operated by Boeing Computer Services and housed

to certify

The off-site wastes are easier

because they

must

meet

DOT

and NRC

regulations for transportation.
RFP

is

funding

RHO

procedures in FY 1982.

to

in the Federal Building
Together

write

certification

An objective of RHO is to

begin certifying TRO waste by the end of FY 1982.
This will include QA and QC procedures.

A QA man¬

ual entitled "Hanford Radioactive Solid Waste Pack¬

they generate

in Richland, Washington.
data,

some of

which

are

later transmitted over SACNET to the SHIMS in Idaho
Falls.

RHO personnel do

Integrated Data Base.

not

use SWIMS

or

the

Instead, they use their own

da*-a base system to keep track of waste and

to

generate various reports, including the quarterly

aging, Storage and Disposal Requirements" (RHO-HA-

reports.

222), now under revision, will provide the basis

will allow RHO personnel to track individual waste

for their QA requirements for certification.

containers through packaging and disposition.

Cer¬

It is felt that the new computer system

tification will be required of the waste generator;
however,

overall

site certification,

which

will

likely reside in Research and Engineering, probably

G.

Los Alamos
Figure 8 shows the waste management and re¬

can only ensure that the generator followed proce¬

lated organizational structure at Los Alamos.

dures to meet the HIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria.

of the TRU waste is generated by on-site opera¬

RHO

will

devote

2

man-yr

to

certification

in

Most

tions, although small quantities are received at
•^5-yr intervals from the Lovelace Biomedical and

FY 1982.
Many of RHO's concerns are similar to those
of other site operators. Organic liquids can prob¬

Environmental

Research

Institute,

Inc.

ably be detoxified and stabilized; however, toxic

fiberglass-reinforced polyester

elements such as cadmium, beryllium, mercury, and

wood boxes that are purchased

lead must be addressed individually.

inspection of containers for damage

In addition.

On-site

generators package most wastes in 55-gal drums and
(Flu?) coated ply¬
from 8FP.

Visual

is the only

of them are too large or heavy, in the wrong
form, or the contents of the packages are not well
characterized.

Special

considerations

must

be

addressed individually.
Approximately 125 oversize boxes are in stor¬
age at Los Alamos. This will not present a problem
for

shipment

to

HIPP

because

a

size-reduction

facility is under construction and should be opera¬
tional by 1983.

Most oversize boxes will be re¬

trieved and processed in the size-reduction facil¬
ity so that acceptable standard boxes can be used.
Some newly generated waste may not meet the WIPP
Waste Acceptance Criteria; contaminated soils and
residues may need to be immobilized
immobilization
Fig. 8.

Waste management and related organiza¬
tional structure at Los Alamos.

fines.

criterion

Clarification

to be immobilized,

related

to meet the

to

respirable

is necessary on what needs

and acceptable

immobilization

methods need to be identified.
Los

new-container QC activity performed because of the
effective QA program conducted by Rockwell Inter¬
national.

Before waste packages are stored at the

Los Alamos disposal site, they are visually in¬
spected to ensure proper packaging
generator.
least

Shipping

papers

two Waste Management

before

packages

storage

are

facility.

stored
Los

are

by the waste

reviewed

(Disposal)
at

Alamos

the
Waste

by

at

personnel

retrievableManagement

Alamos

initiating

a

generator

Waste

study

Management

with

at Los Alamos

the
to

personnel

largest

are

TRU-waste

identify,

in

simple

chemical terms, the composition of existing waste
categories and, if necessary, to modify their cate¬
gorization

scheme.

This

will

help

to

identify

immobilization needs and to improve the effective¬
ness of the existing records system.

A certifying

authority for waste shipment to WIPP has not been

personnel are familiar with the generators' opera¬

identified,

tions and use this knowledge to make consistency

waste shipper

but

it will probably

checks in their review of the package documenta¬

call for the generator to conduct all procedures

(Disposal).

necessary for certification

tion.
Waste generators are responsible for both the
contents and condition of
The Haste Management

their watte packages.

Group

ha* developed

watt*

rest

with

the

The general plan will

and for Waste Manage¬

ment personnel to provide an oversight function of
the generators' activities.
Newly generated

be shipped

in storage as

certified

before a waste package can be stored.

followed by existing stored waste after it is cer¬

The intent

waste will

waste placed

acceptance procedures that detail what oust be done

to WIPP

first,

of the procedures is not only to promote safe oper¬

tified.

ations but also to define corrective actions. Each

watte will be verified

generator

other semi-quantitative methods before shipment to

is required to have formal procedures,

which are reviewed and approved annually by Waste
Management personnel.

Los Alamos Waste Management

has no formal QA procedures.

They could, however,

Hewly generated waste stored as certified
by visual

WIPP.
The Waste Management Group handles the waste
management records using a Minicomputer.

be developed in consultation with the Los Alamos

available

Quality

container stored since 1971.

Assura.w,: Group, with

little

additional

10

in easily

retrievable

form

Data are
for

every

Data necessary for

SWIMS reports also are handled with this system.

effort.

the

inspection and

The TRU wastes that have been at Los Alamos

The Waste Management Group (Disposal) can transmit

longest

data packages to WIPP from the existing data files.

time present

more

problems

because

Los Alamos should have little trouble certify¬
ing some wastes by the end of n
full

certification

procedures

that

program

are

1982.

will

approved

However, a

top

necessary level of QA.

formal

SRP and DOE Savannah River Operations Office

management

personnel believe that one organization should be

require

at

suggest that the WIPP operator should define the

levels at Los Alamos and by the responsible ex¬

responsible for approving certification procedures.

ternal authority yet to be designated.

They think it should be either WIPP personnel or

Moreover,

it is estimated that one additional waste manage¬

the DOE organization responsible for the operation

ment employee will be necessary to help implement

of WIPP.

a certification program.

ing procedures, there will be a lack of consis¬

H.

SRP

dures to be used, and this will be published

Figure 9 shows the waste management and re¬

the near future.)

If more than one organization is approv¬

tency.

lated

orgar.izational

structure

Savannah River Laboratory,

of

SRP

and

which are managed

(DOE is now preparing guidance on proce¬
in

the

SRP is planning to retrieve its stored waste;

by

however, this is not recognized in WIPP documenta¬

de

tion regarding transfer of retrieved waste to WIPP.

for

SRP personnel feel that retrieval of their waste

accepting on-site, certified TRU waste for storage

should have a high priority because their s,te has

the Atomic Energy Division
Nemours

and

Company.

of E.

The

T. duPont

responsibility

and eventual shipment to WIPP will probably rest

a more humid environment than that of INEL, which

with Waste Management Operations.

exacerbates the concern over

SRP is planning

radionuclide migra¬

certification studies in FY 1982; however, no cer¬

tion.

tifying authorities have been identified yet within

Environmental Impact Statement

SRP.

Waste Acceptance Criteria address only

Currently, only the generators are partici¬

pating

in certification-like activities, much ttu

SRP personnel further believe that the WIPP
(EIS) and the WIP?

management problems at INEL and RFP.

the waste

Although H>'P

same as for other organizations we have contacted.

has a larger volume of waste, SRP's TRU waste has

If some certification

the largest curie content.

does take place,

it will

Hence, SRP recorocniis

probably consist only of an authority's certifying

that the WIPP EIS be amended or supplemented

that the generators are following procedures that

address the specific probless associated with their

will

allow

their

waste

to oeet

the WIPP

Waste

Pu.

Acceptance Criteria.
SRP

the

Other concerns at SRP are related to gas gen¬

has a well established QA

capabilities

are

certification

being

to

group, whose

investigated

of TRU

waste.

relative

SRP

to

personnel

eration,

combustibility,

ments.
have

Savannah

approved

River

and

packaging

personnel

containers

require¬

would

specified.

like

to

Single

or

double containment on the TRU Package Transporter
(TROPACT)

is also a concern, and they have con¬

tacted the Transportation Technology Center of the
Sandia

National

resolve

this

Laboratories,

concern.

Because

Albuquerque,
of

their

to

waste

types, SRP thinks the TRUPACTs should have double
containment.
Currently, SRP has two parallel efforts for
long-term TMJ-waste management.
erate the TW
••S'l V- * * » ? * ' 5 * S'oatoc

waste, combine

One is to incin¬
it with high-level

waste, and then immobilize it for long-term dispo¬
sition on site or for future shipment to a reposi¬
tory.

The alternative

is to ship the waste

to

WIPP in accordance with the WIPP waste Acceptance
Pig. 9.

waste management and related organiza¬
tional structure at SRP.

Criteria.

The direction finally chosen will affect

the level of effort needed for certification.
11

the

BCL
BCr.'s

major

source

of

contact-handled

waste has been their Plutonium laboratory.

HIPP

Waste

Acceptance

Criteria.

This

ately by DOE Headquarters, and an authority respon¬
sible

and decontamination and decommissioning operations

programs should be identified.

All TRU wastes generated

fron research and development

formal

request for certification should be made immedi¬

facil.'ty has been shut down since the end of 1977

are nearing completion.

A

TRU

prograns and from

for

approving

site-specific

certification

personnel at most

sites suggest that a central organization should
be responsible to avoid possible inconsistencies.

the decontamination and decommissioning operations

Furthermore, an arbitrator of disputes between the

have been shipped to INEL for retrievable storage.

waste shippers and WIPP needs to be identified.
Host of the contractors

It is estimated that during the final decontamina¬
tion and decommissioning phase of this facility,

QA

programs.

have well developed

The DOE-WIPP Project Office may be

an additional 15 druns and possibly 4 bins of TRU

required to approve the level of QA procedures or

waste might be produced.

may serve only in an advisory or consultation role.

After completion of these

activities, it is estimated that a combined gener¬

It would be beneficial

ation

the contractor and WIPP personnel to discuss dif¬

rate

of

<75 ft /yr

of

contact-handled

to have a meeting of all

TMJ waste will be produced from the BCL Radiochem-

ferent aspects of the level of QA that

istry Laboratory and fron a sittll,

necessary

three-glovebox

for

the

certification

will be

program.

This

meeting should be scheduled after the responsible

laboratory facility that is planned.
The a^XJve information was collected by a tele¬
phone conversation and a letter fro« BCL.

No site

DOE organizational

is identified.

efforts to certify

visit was rsade.

The QA proce¬

dures should be simple to minimize the operators'
their waste.

The QA program

that *he shippers submit to DOE should state how
they
VI.

will

meet

the

requirements,

their

related

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

organizational structures and levels of authority,

The WIPP Waste Acceptance Criteria were devel¬

OA authority could guide the waste management per¬

and their data collection procedures.

A separate

oped primarily to ensure safe waste transport to

sonnel (shipper) in developing procedures for a QC

and operations at WIPP.

program.

Clarification of the WIPP

I<Jeally, waste management personnel would

Waste Acceptance Criteria has received considerable

be in contact with generators, when necessary, to

attention, and the findings of a DOE contractors*

provide guidance and assistance.

Certification P«quirements Meriting Gi">up was pub¬
lished

as

a

WIPP-DOE

series

document.7

Our

B.

interactions with the majority of TRU-waste genera¬

Waste Certification Training
He recommend

that RFP waste management per¬

tors and shippers lead us to conclude that there

sonnel, in consultation with TUSO, provide seminars

is J recognition of the need to

on the procedures that are presently being devel¬

reorient

local

waste manacrenent activities to meet the require¬

oped at R1T to make their newly generated TRU waste

ments of WIPP.

conform

Specific areas that need attention

are summarized in the following sections.

to

the WIPP

certification

Invited attendees should

include

requirements.

the people who

• re developing and implementing QA/QC and certifi¬
A.

Certification Authority

cation procedures.

The major problem we identified is the absence

seminar could be conducted, through TWSO, for man-

of an organization responsible for approving cer¬

ageswnt personnel.

tification,

the

QA,

and

transportation

procedures.

If necessary, a separate 1-day

Through this exchange of ideas

shippers probably

to

certify

been

expense then if they each try to develop procedures

charged

by DOE either

to certify

their wastes or to develop waste certification end
QA procedures that would

12

ensure confonunce with

Independently.

waste

be able

newly generated

formally

TRU

would

Currently, no waste generators or shippers have

sooner and with

less

C.

F.

Waste Packaging

Data Processing
Every contractor has his own approach to com¬

Two of the major concerns of TRU-waste genera¬
tors and shippers have been

(1) the waste

forms

puter

systems

for

col1ecting,

acceptable at HIPP and (2) the container for ship¬

essing, and transmitting data.

ping to WIPP,

Hound

TVSO should provide Input to waste

generators and shippers concerning the experiences

computerized

records

collating,

system

discussed

of OOE-supported waste-form development activities*

systems.

has the WMIS, RHO has a waste management

generators and

shippers at an early date are desirable.

Much of

ORNL has the Integrated Data Base, RFP
system,

and EGfcG Idaho has a separate WMIS and the SWIMS.

the concern regarding containers is justified be¬

EGfcG Idaho plans to dedicate a computer

cause the contractors have waste-handling equipment

waste

that; would be expensive to replace if they were

handling.

required to use containers not matched

puter system to generate the data for SWIMS.

equipment.
for

snal1

smaller

waste

than

generators

those

requirements.
tainers

to their

However, exemptions might be considered

specified

perhaps*

be

opcrat ions

using

NOMAD

for

to thei r

data

bast-

In addition, they plan to use this com¬
RFP

and RHO are using SACNET to transmit data to INEL.

having

containers

TWSO has provided funding in FY 1981 *nti has

by

compliance

budgeted FY 1982 funding for the Mound Facility to

the

Otherwise* the contents of the con¬

could,

in

Sec. V, there are several other systems or partia1

Some «peci f ic suggestions

to all

proc¬

In addition to the

processed

at

INEL.

Small waste operations using larger than approved

modify

its waste

management

computer

system

to

include additional features necessary for a totally
automated records system to support c-.-rt if icat ion

containers should be exempted from the EG*G Jdaho

activities*

acceptance criteria so that the waste can be proc¬

of this system to other sites, where appropriate.

essed at INEL.

Modification of the computer system at Mound will

The financial implications of these

Future plans call for the adaptat ion

waste packaging concerns can be enormous, and the

not be completed

ability of the waste generators to produce certi-

a no t her

fied waste in FY 1982 depends on funding avail¬

Mound personnel plan to form a committee

ability.

FY 1932

site

to

in FY 1982, and

p toba bl y

discuss

installation <it

wou 1 d

their

requ i re

system

with

^_2 y r s i n e<i r 1 y

all

site

operators.
D.

Waste Documentation

Although the Mound system may not be eas i ly

Standardization of forms and reporting proce¬
dures should be addressed immediately*

Different

adapted to some sites. Mound's plan to meet with
other site personnel in early FY 1982 is desirable.

contractors have different data collection, report¬

This

ing, and processing systems, often primarily de¬

from Westinghouse-WIPP

signed for accountability or nuclear materials con¬

additional funding is appropriated for the devel¬

trol.

opment

It would be beneficial to develop a stand¬

committee

of any

should

or

ardized reporting procedure for future waste gener¬

problem

ation •

within 6 months*

One way to accommodate

the old records-

should

include
and

several

be

a

representat ive

from Bechtel-

computer

thoroughly

systems,

studied,

the

possibly

It may be that no single system

keeping methods would be to change the old records

will be feasible, with each site having

on an as~can basis after the new procedures are

hardware and software needs*
from these site-specific

implemented.

Before

its own

However, the output

systems should

be

in a

single, standard form and should be easily trans¬
E.

mitted to WIPP.

Standard Labels
Standardization of container

coding,

and

immediately*

code

location

labeling, color

should

be

addressed

G.

Additional Concerns
Examples of additional concerns

generation and combustible waste.

include gas

For gas genera¬

tion , if a vent is. required for waste containers.
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"TRU Waste Certification Compliance Require¬
ments for
Newly-Generated
Contact-Handled
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8.
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"Computer System and Data Processing Require¬
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Sandla Laboratories report SAND-77-0274 (June
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10.
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Laboratory Radioactive Waste Management Com¬
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Waste Information Management System (SWIMS),
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(September 1977).

12.

C. A. Johnson and P. A. Garland, "Radioactive
Waste Management Integrated Data Base: A
Bibliography," Oak Ridge National Laboratory
report ORNL/TM-7385/V1 (September 1980).

13.

"Spent Fuel and Radioactive Waste Inventories
and Projections as of December 31, 1980," US
DOE report DOE/NE-0017 (September 1981).

14.

N. R. Atencio, M. A. Blooms tran, and L. E.
Trujillo, "Waste Management Information Sys¬
tem," Rockwell International, Energy Systems
Group report CHOP-9305,79-02 (November 1979).

15.

SACNET System Summary," US AEC Albuquerque
Operations Office report (February 1974).

16.

"Users' Handbook: Waste Accountability Ship¬
ping and Packaging (WASP)," Mound Facility
Technical Manual MD-10173, Issue 1 (July
1981).

17.

J. A. Jackson, M. Baston, and E. A. DeVer, "A
Computerized Waste Accountability and Packag¬
ing System," Nucl. Mater. Manage. JC, 48-51
(1981).

18.

"Users Manual for Automated 741 Nuclear Mate¬
rial Transfer Reporting System," US DOE Albu¬
querque Operations Office report (March 1980).

"TRU Waste Acceptance Criteria for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant," US DOE report W1PPDOE-069, Rev. 1 (September 1981).

19.

"Control and Accountability of Nuclear Mate¬
rials, Basic Principle*," US DOE Order 5630.2,
Chap. II, Sec. 5a (August 1980).

"Final Environmental Impact Statement, Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant," US DOE report DOE/EIS0026 (October 1980), Vol. 1.

20.

"Procedures for Use of Nuclear Materials
Reporting and Data Processing Forms," US DOE
Order 5630.8 (July 1980).

21.

D. R. Ries, "Feature Analysis of Relational
Concepts, Languages and Systems for NOMAD and
NOMAD2," University of California, Livermore
report UCID-18843 (October 1980).

the vent could be plugged to meet DOT requirement!
for shipment, and then unplugged after receipt at
WIPP.
them

For combustible waite, INEL plan* to ship
to WIPP unless

volume-reduction

incineration

method

is more

or some
cost

other

effective'

The concern with centralized vs decentralized (onsite) incineration or processing facilities is an
economic concern, and early policy decisions are
necessary.

Continuing

efforts

to

assess objec¬

tively the concerns of all the program participants
under the auspices of TWSO should facilitate the
development of practicable interfaces between TRUwaste shippers and WIPP.
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APPENDIX A
A SUMMARY OF WIPP HASTE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA3

Criteria
1. Gits generation

Contact-Handled (CH) Waite
• Shall not exceed 10 mol/m3
of storage-room volume/yr or
• The organic content may not
exceed:
(a) 220 kg/* 3 tl4 l b / f t 3 )
in 210-L drums
(b) 100 kg/in3 (6 l b / f t 3 )
in other containers

Remote-Handled <RH)
Waste

Not specified

2. Combustibility

Noncombustible containers must
be used for combustible waste

Same as CH

3. Immobilization

Powders, ashes, and similar
particulate materials shall
be immobilized if the waste
matrix contains >1 wt% of
particles <l(l-u diam
or >1S wt% of particles
<200-y diam

Same as CH

4. Prohibited
materials at HIPP

Sludges
Free liquids
• Explosives
• Compressed gases

Same as CH

5. Pyropheric
materials
(noncadioactive)

• All forms must be rendered
safe
• Pyrophoric radionuclides
should be <L wt% of was':e

Same as CH

6. Toxic and corro¬
sive materials

• Toxics must be identified and
approved; corrosives must be
rendered noncorrosive

Same as CH

7. Containers
and overpacks

• Shall be noncombustible and
meet the requirements of
49CFR173.398!b) for Type A
packaging
• Damaged containers shall be
overpacked
• Design life of the containers
shall be at least 15 yr» after
emplacement, including labeling
and color coding
• All containers need prior
approval by WIPP

Same as CH.

8. Waste package

• Containers must have cleats,
offsets, chines, or skids for
handling by fork trucks,
cranes, etc.

9. Waste package
weight

Max. 11 300 kg (25 000 lbs)

10. Waste package
size

' May not exceed 3.7x2.4x2.5 m
in overall LxWxH dimensions
(12x8x8.5 ft)

Same as CH

Same as CH

Must have axial
lifting pintle for
remote handling.
Other auxiliary
devices are not
permissible
Max 3200 Yj
(7000 lbs)
Shall be cylinders
of 0.6 m (2 ft) in
diam with a maxi¬
mum length of 3.1 m
(10 ft) including
the pintle
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Criteria
11. Surface dose

Contact-Handled (CH) Waste

Waste

Max: 200 nrem/hr (2 nSv/hr) at
any point. Color coding re¬
quired when >10 mrem/h,
<200 mren/h

Max: 100 rem/hr
(1 Sv/hrj (internal
shielding may be
used)

12. Surface con¬
tamination

• £50 pCi/100 cm 2 {1.9 Bq/100 en 2 )
Same as CH
for a2
2
• £450 pCi/100 c m (16.7 Bq/100 c m )
for 8-, y-

13. Thermal power

> >3.5 W / m 3 (0.1 W/ft 3 )
must be recorded in data
package

Thermal power shall
not exceed 300 W
per package

14. Nuclear
criticality

i Fissile-isotope content is
limited to:
£200 g/55 gal (0.21 m 3 )
or larger drums
£100 g/30 gal (0.11 m 3 )
drum
£500 g/DOT 6M container
£350 g/4x4x7ft (1.2x1.2x2.1 m)
FRP DOT 7A box
£5 g in any ft 3 (0.028 m 3 )
in other noxes

<5 g/ft 3 (0.028 m 3 )
All others will be
reviewed on an
individual basis

15. Certification

• Generation and shipping sites
must provide a data package
certifying that each waste
package meets the WIPP-WAC

Same as CH

16. Waste-documen¬
tation system

• Shipping sites must maintain
auditable documentation
• Documentation system must
include:
(a) Description ol: methods of
certification
(b) Quality assurance and safety
requirements

Same as CH

17. Labeling

> M l federal labeling require¬
ments must be met
i In addition, each waste
package must have a label that
will uniquely identify it.
Information will include:
(a) Standardized package
identification number
(b) Weight in kilograms

Same as CH

18. Color coding

i HIPP operator will prescribe
the code
i The code must be designed
to identify:

Labeling must
use 2" or larger
characters for
remote handling and
distant viewing

Not specified

(a) Surface dose rate
(b) Combustible contents
(if >25 volt)
(c) Toxic material content
19. Data-package
transmittal
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> Data package shall be trans•Kitted to WIPP before ship¬
ping waste package

Same as CH

Criteria
20. Data package
(contents of...)

Contact-Handled (CH) Waste

Waste

Package ID number
Same as CH
Certification statement
Haste-generation site
Date of packaging
Radiation levels
Weight
Container type
Physical description of waste
Assay information
Nonradioactive hazardous materials
Weight of organics
Thermal power (if >0.1 W/ft3)
Date of shipment
Carrier identification
Other significant information
(if any)

•This appendix was adapted from US DOE report WIPP-DOE-069, Rev. 1.
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APPENDIX B
PERSONNEL AND ORGANIZATIONS CONTACTED

C. Lyle Cheever

Argonne National Laboratory, Waste Operations

Edward R. Taylor

Argonne National Laboratory, Reclamation

Homer M. Faust

3

Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Nuclear Material
Accountability

Larry Laudea

Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, Accountability

B. C. (Andy) Anderson
a
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E G K Idaho, Waste Operations

Henry H. Batohelder

EGiG Ir1 10, Waste Operations

James R. Bishoff

EGtG Idaho, Waste Projects

Thomas L. Clements, Jr.

EGiG Idaho, Waste Programs

John P. Hinkley

EGiG Idaho, Waste Programs

Kirk B. McKinley

EGIG Idaho, Waste Programs

Terry D. Tait

EG&G Idaho, Waste Projects

Thomas H. Smith*

EGIG Idaho, Waste Programs

Peter L. Bussolini

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Quality Assurance

Ronald R. Geoffrion

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Quality Assurance

John H. Kottmann

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Quality Assurance

Lloyd B. Lanham

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Quality Assurance

John L. Warren

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Waste Management

r.ichard K. Blauvelt

Monsanto Research Corp., Mound Facility, Administrative
Services

Don Fidler

Monsanto Research Corp., Mound Facility, Accountability

Joseph E. Garner

Monsanto Research Corp., Mound Facility, Decontamination
and Decommissioning

Dan Hopkins

Monsanto Research Corp., Mound Facility, Administrative
Services

John A. (Andy) Jackson

Monsanto Research Corp., Mound Facility, Management
Information and Systems

Ralph Jaeger

Monsanto Research Corp./ Mound Facility, Waste
Management R£D

John Scott

Monsanto Research Corp., Mound Facility, Management
Information and Systems

William D. (Don) Box

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Chemical Technology

John H. Coobs

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Radioactive Waste
Management

Edward H. King

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Radioactive Waste
Management

Karl J. Notz, Jr.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Nuclear Waste Programs

John D. Seaie

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Radioactive Waste
Management

Janes P. Albaugh

Rockwell Hanford Operations, Waste Storage and Disposal
Program

James Anderson

Rockwell Hanford Operations, Process Engineering

Roy Benton

Rockwell Hanford Operations, Quality Assurance

Richard wojtasek

Rockwell Hanford Operations, Systems Engineering

Marcus A. Aguilar

Rockwell International, Rocky Flats Plant, Waste
Operations

William F. Bates

Rockwell International, Rocky Flats Plant, Waste
Operations

John A. Hayden

Rockwell International, Rocky Flats Plant, Waste
Operations

L. E. (Eloy) Trujillo

Rockwell International, Rocky Flats Plant, Process
Control Operations

Wayne E. Wendell

Rockwell International, Rocky Flats Plant, Quality
Engineering Systems and Plans

Charles E. Wickland

Rockwell International, Rocky Flats Plant, Waste
Operations

Richard J. Merlini

Rockwell International, Transuranic Waste Systems Office

David W. Rutherford

Rockwell International, Transuranic Waste Systems Office

George H. Becker

Savannah River Laboratory

Arthur L. Coogler

Savannah River Laboratory

Richard G. Baxter

Savannah River Plant, Waste Management Programs

Jan Epting

Savannah River Plant, Waste Management Programs

B. D. (Don) Helton

Savannah River Plant, Waste Management Programs

Gary M. Johnson

Savannah River Plant, Waste Management Operations

Ed O'Rourke

Savannah River Plant, Waste Management Programs

Cary B. Stevens

Savannah River Plant, Waste Management Programs

William F. Lnwless

US DOE, Savannah River

Michael H. HcFadden

US DOE, waste Management and Transportation Development
Division

Joseph M. McGough

US DOE, WIPP Project Office

Dennis R. Arter

Wustinghouse Hanford, Nuclear Quality Assurance Program
Office

Craig L. Fredrickson

West inghiuse-WIPP

Jack E. Johnson

Westinghouse-WIPP, WIPP Engineering

Vincent F. Likar

Westinghouse-WIPP, Radioactive Materials Operations

Hark H. Merrion

Westinghouse-WIPP, Data Processing

Kenneth R. Mikus

Westinghouse-WIPP, Data Processing

John W. Sadler

Westinghous«-WIPP, Mechanical and Electrical Systems

•Telephone conversation.
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